A unit bar-visibility graph is a graph whose vertices can be represented in the plane by disjoint horizontal unit-length bars such that two vertices are adjacent if and only if there is a unobstructed, non-degenerate, vertical band of visibility between the corresponding bars. We generalize unit bar-visibility graphs to [1, k]-bar-visibility graphs by allowing the lengths of the bars to be between 1/k and 1. We completely characterize these graphs for trees. We establish an algorithm with complexity O(kn) to determine whether a tree with n vertices has a [1, k]-bar-visibility representation. In the course of developing the algorithm, we study a special case of the knapsack problem: Partitioning a set of positive integers into two sets with sums as equal as possible. We give a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of such a partition.
Introduction
A bar-visibility graph, or BVG for short, is a graph whose vertices can be represented in the plane by disjoint horizontal bars such that two vertices are adjacent if and only if there is an unobstructed, non-degenerate, vertical band of visibility between the corresponding bars. The study of BVGs is motivated by VLSI design. Several layout compaction strategies for VLSI are based on the concept of visibility between parallel segments. Two parallel segments are visible if they can be joined by a segment orthogonal to them without intersecting any other segment. This precisely matches the definition of a BVG.
Wismath [11] and Tamassia-Tollis [9] independently characterize BVGs as planar graphs having a planar embedding with all cutpoints on a common face. A BVG is called a unit bar visibility graph, or UBVG for short, if all horizontal bars have length 1. A caterpillar is a tree in which a single path (the spine) is incident to (or contains) every edge. Dean and Veytsel [6] show that a tree T is a UBVG if and only if T is a subdivision of a caterpillar with maximum degree three. Dean, Gethner, and Hutchinson [4] give some combinatorial and geometric characterizations of the triangulated polygons (2-connected maximal outer-planar graphs) that are UBVGs. Bose-Dean-Hutchinson-Shermer [3] and DeanHutchinson [5] study the rectangular visibility graphs where the adjacency of rectangles is determined by horizontal and vertical visibility.
A BVG is called a [1, k]-Bar Visibility Graph, or kBVG for short, if all bar lengths are between 1/k and 1. Equivalently, the ratio of the length of the longest bar to the length of the shortest bar is at most k. We characterize all [1, k]-Bar Visibility trees, or kBVTs for short, and establish an O(kn) algorithm to determine whether a tree with n vertices is a kBVT.
We follow the notations in [10] . All graphs considered here are simple graphs. Let G be a graph. A path P of G is maximal if there is no path Q containing P as a proper subpath. For any v ∈ V (G), let N (v) denote the set of neighbors of v and d(v) := |N (v)| be the degree of v. A rooted tree is a tree with a specific vertex as its root. Let T be a rooted tree and v 0 ∈ V (T ) be the root. A vertex v ∈ V (T ) − {v 0 } is called a leaf if d(v) = 1. Let L denote the set of all leaves of T .
Characterization of kBVT
We begin by generalizing the definition of a caterpillar. Let k be a nonnegative integer. A tree T is called a generalized k-caterpillar if there exists a spine P such that each component of T − V (P ) is a rooted tree with at most k leaves, where the root is the vertex adjacent to the spine. The set of all leaves of the trees in T − V (P ) is denoted by L(P ). Note that L(P ) ∩ V (P ) = ∅. According to the definition of k-caterpillar, a generalized 0-caterpillar is an ordinary caterpillar and in this case L(P ) = ∅; a generalized 1-caterpillar is a subdivision of a caterpillar. An example of a generalized 2-caterpillar is shown in Figure 1 .
Let T be a tree with the spine
is called a proper partition with respect to P if, for any x ∈ X and any y ∈ Y , x and y are in different components of T − V (P ). A PSfrag replacements
. Note that a tree T i in T − E(P ) contains several trees in T − V (P ) and a vertex on P . So if L(P ) has a strictly k-bounded partition with respect to a path P of T , then T is a generalized k-caterpillar with the spine P and the converse may not hold. Figure 3 shows that the proper partition of Figure 2 is strictly 3-bounded. 
PSfrag replacements
where is a positive real number much smaller than 1/m. We arrange the bars I 1 , I 2 , . . ., I m such that I 1 , I 3 , I 5 , . . . are on the horizontal line y = 1/2 and I 2 , I 4 , I 6 , . . . are on the horizontal line y = −1/2.
We establish an algorithm to define the corresponding bars for all vertices in each T i . Without loss of generality, we may assume that i is odd and |X i | ≥ |Y i |. Since T i is a tree, T i has a plane presentation such that no two vertices are in the same vertical line and all vertices of X i are above v i and all vertices of Y i are below v i . Furthermore, we assume that in the plane representation the vertices x 1 , x 2 , . . . of X i are ordered from left to right and the vertices y 1 , y 2 , . . . of Y i are ordered from left to right too. Let I x 1 , I x 2 , . . . be disjoint bars each of length 1/k listed from left to right above I i .
For each x j let P j = P [v i , x j ] be the unique path of T i from v i to x j , and similarly for each
, by the plane representation of T i , the j's such that w ∈ P j form a sequence of integers s, s + 1, . . ., s + t. Then, define I w to be the bar covering from the left end point of I s to the right end point of I t . Further, we arrange the heights of the bars according to the distance between the vertex and v i such that if dist(v i , w) = , then I w is placed on the line y = . Similarly, we can define the corresponding bars for all vertices in T i (Y ). Thus we obtain those bars whose bar-visibility graph is T . 2
Corollary. (2.
2) The maximum degree of a kBVT is at most 2k + 1.
Proof. By Theorem (2.1), the leaf set of a kBVT has a strictly k-bounded partition with respect to a path (the spine). Thus each vertex on the spine has degree at most the electronic journal of combinatorics 13 (2006), #R90
2 + k + (k − 1) = 2k + 1 and each vertex not on the spine has degree at most k + 1. 2
Evenly partitioning a set of integers
In this section, we establish some foundation for an algorithm to realize kBVTs. A key part of the algorithm depends on a special case of the following knapsack problem. Suppose there is a knapsack of capacity c > 0 and N items. Each item has a value v i > 0 and a weight w i > 0. Find the selection of items (δ i = 1 if selected, and δ i = 0 otherwise) that fits
This problem is also named as the 0-1 or binary knapsack (each item may be taken (1) or not (0)), in contrast to the fractional knapsack problem. It is also called the bounded knapsack (BKP) because there are a limited number of items, in contrast to the unbounded knapsack problem. The decision problem is, given some items of different values and weights of a knapsack, to determine whether there is a subset with total value exceeding a certain number? The decision problem is NP-complete. For literature on the Knapsack problem, we referrer to Silvano Martello and Paolo Toth [8] .
A special case of the Knapsack problem is called the minimum partition problem. Let S be a set of positive integers. The minimum partition problem is to find a partition of S = A ∪ B such that a i ∈A a i − a i ∈B a i is minimum. The minimum partition problem is NP-complete. Let P be an optimization problem, and let A be an approximation algorithm for P . The domination ratio domr(A, n) is the maximum real q such that the solution x(I) obtained by A for any instance I of P of size n is not worse than at least a fraction q of the feasible solutions of I. Recently, Alon, Gutin, and Krivelevich [2] found a deterministic, polynomial-time algorithm for the problem whose domination ratio is 1 − o(1), improving an earlier algorithm [7] with a domination ratio of 1/2. We are interested in the following partition: A partition of S = A ∪ B is called k-balanced if a i ∈A a i ≤ k and a i ∈B a i ≤ k − 1. A key part of our algorithm for the recognition of kBVTs in Section 4 depends on finding a k-balanced partition of S. Also the problem may be interesting in its own right.
Question (3.1) Let S = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a d } be a set of positive integers such that
One may assume in Question (3.1) that a i ∈S a i = 2k − 1, since otherwise one can add 2k − 1 − s elements of 1's. So we consider the following equivalent question.
Question (3.2) Let S = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a d } be a set of positive integers with sum equal to s. Is there an efficient algorithm to determine whether S can be partitioned into two sets with sums as equal as possible; that is, to determine whether S has a partition A ∪ B The following condition is suggested by the sequence:
Lemma. (3.4) Suppose the elements of S are in non-descending order:
Then S can be partitioned into two sets with sums as equal as possible. Furthermore, an algorithm with complexity O(d) exists for partitioning S into two sets with sums as equal as possible. Proof. We prove by induction on d. If d = 1, then a 1 ≤ 1 and the lemma is trivial. Now suppose d ≥ 2 and the lemma holds for d − 1. We re-order the elements of S 2 :
, it suffices to show that S 2 satisfies the inequalities in Lemma (3.4). Since S satisfies these inequalities, one only needs to verify
The above proof also suggests an algorithm with complexity O(d) to partition S into two sets with sums as equal as possible. 2
A set S is called good if (after reordering if necessarily) the elements of S satisfy the inequality conditions in Lemma (3.4). A set S is called potentially good if either S itself is good or S 1 is potentially good or S 2 is potentially good.
Theorem. (3.5) S can be partitioned into two sets with sums as equal as possible if and only if S is potentially good.
Proof. "⇐=" (Use induction on d.) If S is good, the theorem follows from Lemma (3.4). If either S 1 or S 2 is potentially good, then by the induction hypothesis, either S 1 or S 2 can be partitioned into two sets with sums as equally as possible. Thus, by Lemma (3.3), S can be partitioned into two sets with sums as equal as possible. Theorem (3.5) does not help much in general since one needs to check O(2 d−1 ) sets in the worst case to determine whether S is potentially good. Nevertheless, it might be helpful for the "average case", especially when S contains "many" elements.
for t ≥ 2. We propose the following two questions. ,N ) ) has a good set if S is potentially good. ,N ) ) has a good set for almost all potentially good sets S?
If the answer to Question (3.7) is "yes", then we can have an algorithm with complexity O (2  s(d,N ) ) to solve Question (3.1) for almost all S when d is "very big". 
Algorithm for the recognition of kBVT
In this section we present an algorithm to determine whether a tree can be represented as a kBVT. We start with some lemmas.
where 
By the above algorithm, 1 is added to either A or B whichever has a smaller sum, we have
Proof. By lemma (4.1), there is a partition of
Thus max{ i∈A a i , i∈B a i } ≤ k and min{ i∈A a i , i∈B a i } ≤ k − 1. 
Let T be a tree with leaves. For each vertex v ∈ N (u), let l(u, v) be the number of leaves w of T such that either w = v or v is on the unique path connecting u and w; that is, l(u, v) is the number of leaves in the branch containing v of T rooted at u.
is the degree of u. Obviously, if T is a kBV T and − l 1 (u) ≥ k + 1, then u must be on the spine of T .
Lemma. (4.4) Let T be a tree with leaves. If ≤ 2k, then T is a kBVT; If ≥ 2k + 1, then there exists some vertex u with − l 1 (u) ≥ k + 1.
Proof. We first contract all vertices of degree 2; that is, for each u with d(u) = 2, we delete u and connect the two neighbors of u by an edge. So, we may assume all non-leaves of T have degrees at least 3. The lemma is trivial if T is a star. Now suppose T is not a star. Among all edges (u, v) with u, v being non-leaves, choose one so that max{l(u, v), l(v, u)} reaches minimum. Without loss of generality, let's assume l(u, v) ≤ l(v, u).
Or else, suppose l(u, w) > l(u, v) for some w ∈ N (u). Let l(u, v) = A, l(u, w) = B, and j∈N (u)\{v,w} l(u, j) = C. By our assumption, we have
Thus T is a representation of a kBVT with the edge (u, v) as its spine.
2
In order to establish an efficient algorithm to locate the u such that − 1 (u) ≥ k + 1, we impose a weight on each leave of T . Let L(T ) denote the set of leaves of T and the electronic journal of combinatorics 13 (2006), #R90
ω : L(T ) → N + . Initially, we assume ω = 1 if no weight function is mentioned. The following algorithm calculates l(u, v) for all uv ∈ E(T ) with complexity of O(n) for any tree T with n vertices.
2. Find a vertex u such that − l 1 (u) ≥ k + 1. % By Lemma (4.4), such a vertex does exist. By Algorithm 2, the complexity of this step is O(n).
3. Initialize the spine: Let P be formed by the vertex u found in Step 2. % Recall that any vertex u with the condition − l 1 (u) ≥ k + 1 must be on the spine if T is a kBVT. 4 . If P contains a single vertex u and if l(u, i) ≥ k + 1 for some i ∈ N (u), extend P to iu. % Such a vertex i must be on the spine if T is a kBVT.
5. Suppose the current spine P is p 1 p 2 · · · p t . Define
% N 0 (p 1 ) contains all neighbors of p 1 outside of P .
• Case 1:
Then the extension at p 1 is complete.
• Case 2: l(p 1 , i) ≥ k + 1 holds for at least two i ∈ N 0 (p 1 ). Then output False. % T is not a generalized k-caterpillar and thus is not a kBVT.
• Case 3: N 0 (p 1 ) = ∅ and l(p 1 , i) ≥ k + 1 holds for at most one i ∈ N 0 (p 1 ). Choose p 0 ∈ N 0 (p 1 ) with l(p 1 , p 0 ) = max{l(p 1 , i) : i ∈ N 0 (p 1 )} and check if {l(p 1 , i) : i ∈ N 0 (p 1 ) \ p 0 } has a k-balanced partition. If no, output False; otherwise extend P to p 0 p 1 p 2 · · · p t . Return to Step 5. % By Algorithm 1, the complexity of this case is O (k · |N 0 (p 1 )|) = O(k ·d(p 1 )). % If {l(p 1 , i); i ∈ N 0 (p 1 ) \ p 0 } does not have a k-balanced partition, then by Lemma (4.3), no set of {l(p 1 , i) : i ∈ N 0 (p 1 ) \ i 0 } has a k-balanced partition for any i 0 ∈ N 0 (p 1 ), and thus T is not a kBVT. Now suppose {l(p 1 , i); i ∈ N 0 (p 1 ) \ p 0 } has a k-balanced partition. Note that p 0 is the only possible vertex i such that i ∈ N 0 (p 1 ) and l(p 1 , i) ≥ k + 1. If l(p 1 , p 0 ) ≥ k + 1, then p 0 must be on the spine and thus P is forced to be extended to p 0 from p 1 . On the other hand, if l(p 1 , p 0 ) ≤ k, although the extension of P at p 1 might not be unique, we choose to extend P to p 0 . This does not cause any future problem since there is no more need to extend P at p 0 when l(p 1 , p 0 ) ≤ k.
Similar to
Step 5, extend P at the other endpoint till the extension is complete. Proof. If T has leaves with ≤ 2k, by Lemma (4.4), T can be represented as a kBVT with complexity O(n). Now suppose ≥ 2k + 1 so that one can apply Algorithm 3 to T . Let p 1 p 2 · · · p t be the spine determined by Algorithm 3. The complexity of Case 3 in
Step 5 is O(k · d(p i )) when extending the spine at each vertex p i , and the complexity of all other cases and steps altogether is O(n). Thus the complexity of the algorithm is
